A-Series Access Hatches
Angle Frame, Aluminum, Pedestrian or H-20 Vehicle Load Ratings, Single, Double and Multiple Covers. Model AHS shown with Optional Recessed Padlock Hasp.

Specify A-Series angle frame access hatches as the economical, quality solution for sidewalk, floor and utility applications where rainwater control is not a requirement.

Options include hinged safety grate

Manufacturing a complete line of engineered metal products for the construction industry, we set the standard for quality, service and innovation. For product specifications and details, visit:

www.usffab.com
**SPECIFICATIONS**

The access hatch shall be Model (select from chart) as manufactured by U.S.F. Fabrication, Inc., Hialeah, Florida with the size being specified on the plans.

**Cover:** Cover shall be aluminum diamond plate (see chart for plate thickness and load rating). Cover shall be equipped with a flush lifting handle and 316 stainless steel slam latch with plug and removable key wrench.

**Frame:** Frame shall be extruded aluminum with an integral seat and continuous anchor flange on all four sides.

**Hinges:** 316 stainless steel hinges with 316 stainless steel tamper-resistant bolts/locknuts.

**Latch:** AP hatches shall include a staple for user-supplied padlock. AH hatches shall include a 316 stainless steel slam latch with plug and removable key wrench.

**Finish:** Cover shall be aluminum diamond plate (see chart for plate thickness and load rating). Cover shall be equipped with a flush lifting handle and 316 stainless steel hold-open arm.

**Warranty:** The hatch shall be manufactured in the United States. Manufacturer shall guarantee against defects in materials and workmanship for a period of ten (10) years.

**Installation:** Installation shall be in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.

**IMPORTANT:** AH-Series access hatches are intended for off-street locations that may occasionally receive AASHTO H-20 wheel loads.

**STANDARD SIZES** (Custom sizes and load ratings available. Steel units also available.)